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Set in the fictional hub of Grid on the verge of the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution, Grid City Overload swirls around three central charac-
ters: a budding uppers addict, an informational psychopath, and a 
schizotypal soda factory worker who believes he’s a fish.

Two interlocking conspiracies are converging on this socially 
and psychologically vulnerable trio in a city designed to function 
as a pure technocracy. Fueled by an abruptly powerful political 
movement, the ubiquitous software company InfoZebra begins 
construction on a massive new corporate headquarters at the heart 
of Grid. At the same time, the legal rights to a dying woman’s head 
are called into question. Between the two is a prodigiously skilled 
hacker who transforms both situations into scandals, upending 
the city and ensnaring the people around her, both knowing and 
unknowing.

The result is a journey into the minds of the citizens, and objects, of 
Grid, including dissident cultists, highstrung partiers, anti-identity 
authors, a retired hitman, tech tycoons, and a sentient phone torn by 
love and revolution. This surrealistic and intricate novel, the second 
installment in a triptych about technology and madness, paints a 
psychological portrait of high-tech civilization struggling to keep up 
with its own advancements, stumbling into an era in which human 
beings are abstract and reality takes on a new meaning.
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A decadence…is a falling-away from what is 
human, and the further we fall the less human we 
become. Because we are less human, we foist off the 
humanity we have lost on inanimate objects and 
abstract theories.

Thomas Pynchon, V.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



G E R N E Y



Then I was lookin at this obviously terrorized copy of an A-F 
encyclopedia splayed across the flame-tiled floor behind the toilet, 
all broken-spined with aged grainy pages spilling from its middle 
like gore spilling from the belly of a gutted fish. Most of the pages 
were full of smudged type speckled with wet spots of urine fallout, 
but peeking at a sideways angle from beneath the top cover was a 
hint of a dual-colored map of the Americas, and just above that, 
bent and torn but still monstrously vivid, were the creeping whiskery 
legs of an arachnid fanning out over the continents. 

Nick Ibyoo’s shoes, wet and dirty from being outside in the snow, 
suffocated some of the loose pages while he straddled the toilet 
backwards, dividing up the gonine in the mutating light of the 
LED above the plastic tank. Nick sorta fuckin tempted me into 
grappling with the jet, and I agreed to embark with him for a 
couple reasons. First) wasn’t this what we were all here for? to erupt 
into euphorigenic lava flows, smiling while melting underneath the 
inching heat? I mean, weren’t we all supposed to be having one of 
those kinds of times? One of those good times? Fuck it—sure. And 
then second) there was the pesky realization that Ms. Yardblast, 
owner of Archelaos Chevrolet, had given me an ultimatum earlier 
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in the day that I’d better goddamn well learn to use the DealEase 
platform by the end of the month lest I be kicked out into the job 
market on my incompetent ass. 

This was not negotiable. 
Then of course Nick had presented an appealing option at the end 

of the workday, much like he always did the dependable bastard, 
and so instead of being at home learning the software, I was in a 
stall at Zeal, underneath the sprawling high-def nebular formations 
and distant conglomerate galaxies of a ceiling screen, pulsing green 
and pink in time with the music.

The LED over the toilet shot chrome glow across the three lines 
of gonine Nick had insofar separated out. The images on the screen 
were of various people on the sides of freeways next to entrenched 
cars in what looked to be the middle of an absolutely dishearten-
ingly bad snowstorm, uninterested traffic shooting by them, not 
helping. There was a short parade of similar scenarios, punctuated 
by hypothermic hands and noses, then finally a disturbing shot 
of a dead man collapsed in a snowdrift built up on the edge of a 
five-lane overpass, cars bulleting by, kicking up brown slush onto 
his corpse. The point of the ad was to buy snow tires, and I ended 
up having to ask Nick what he’d said because I’d been preoccupied 
with the commercial.

“I said she asked me to come to Aria’s place after you left.”
I nodded recognition. He was telling me a story about last week-

end, something I hadn’t been present for since I got too drunk too 
early and had had to get driven back to my apartment by Ronstadt, 
who I was pretty sure had been too far gone on the scale of drunk-
enness to really be trustworthy himself.

Nick had to shout over the music. “Aria’s place is huge, by the 
way.”

I was starting to assume I wasn’t going to want to hear about what 
I’d missed out on, considering I had a thing for Aria. Though what 
can you really do? This is what you sign up for when you spend 
your whole life pretending nothing bothers you when in fact there’s 
hardly an instance in history that couldn’t inspire breakdown. 
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“This place was goddamn large, is what I mean,” he said, separating 
out another few lines, “and we were all hangin out in her kitchen 
drinking whatever this tequila stuff she had was, some really crass 
little drink of fucked-upness I’m determined to ask about so don’t 
let me forget. And after like thirty minutes me and Ronstadt start 
noticing all the girls were disappearing somewhere. And suddenly 
all of em were gone.”

“How did it take you thirty minutes to notice that was happening?”
“What do you mean? We were all drunk and I was grappling like 

hell with the jet, which, I don’t know, I’m assuming you know a 
thing or two about. It just happened. Gradually.”

“Still, being drunk is hardly an excuse for failing to notice whole 
people going missing. How many girls were there? Six, seven?”

“Look, are you gonna shut up and listen to the story or not?”
“No, seriously, how many? Because I can’t honestly comprehend 

how you and Ronstadt could not notice six or seven girls just up 
and—”

“Gerney. Jesus.”
“—just up and disappearing without, and I’m not Jesus—”
“Will you just shut your mouth and listen to the fuckin story?” 

This manifested as a snarl. Anxiety zoomed into view, speech 
uncontrollable, ceiling screen switching to a shot of four escalators 
crammed with people gushing upward, unending heads, welding 
sparks falling down on them (or up on them, from where I was 
standing), and it was only then I noticed my fingers were twitching 
so I stopped talking.

Going back to producing lines on the top of the toilet tank, he 
said, “So me and Ronstadt look at each other and we’re both like, 
‘Where’d the girls go?’ So we start walkin around Aria’s apartment 
looking for em. And we come to a door that’s locked, and we can 
hear em in there doing something, so I start bangin on the door 
shouting, ‘Goddammit, ladies, this is Nick Ibyoo, the fleet manager, 
I might remind you, of Archelaos Chevrolet, an establishment that 
happened to win some quite prestigious business awards from the 
Grid Chamber of Commerce as recently as last year, and I demand 
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you allow us entrance!’ But so after a few—oh, hold on a sec.”
He took his phone from his pocket. Someone had messaged him. 

He tapped out a text, spindly fingers reminding me of the torn pic-
ture of arachnid legs on the floor that now had a gritty wet footprint 
on it from his shoes. There was never any break in the music at 
Zeal, all songs running into one another and piling up in freeway-
accident fashion, but I imagined I could identify an infinitesimal 
gap of half-silence when a switch was imminent, all audial currents 
taking a sharp ballistic plunge into some brief pool of compression 
just before violent reemergence, always stronger than before. In the 
song now playing were injected soundbites from a speech made by 
Randy Mobyle, given just four days ago.

The ceiling screen caught aflame with a dense collection of comets. 
Once they dissipated there was a looming foreshortened globe, 
quickly rushing closer, bigger, becoming gargantuan and showing 
oscillating details of what looked to be a hostile multichromatic 
atmosphere, a projection appearing on the planet’s surface caused 
by a silver flying device slowly turning in its orbit: a dramatic close-
up of a delicious burger, stuffed with crisp lettuce, savory patty, 
melted cheese. A price suddenly ballooned across it, and in the 
final moments of the pan around the sandwich a small but brilliant 
sliver of sun rose over the peak of the planet, briefly blinding me 
with realistic glare.

Randy Mobyle’s voice, aggrandized by lifting digital percussion 
and showering, sparkling notes, declared on-beat, “It’s not the—not 
the—not the—not the time for inaction!” before the main rhythm 
picked up once again in full. A wave of goosebumps ran from the 
top of my neck to my lower back. It was true: it didn’t seem like 
the time for inaction at all.

The LED above the toilet transitioned to a live shot of us, Nick 
and I, in the stall. There must have been a camera installed into 
the screen because the view was mirror-like, showing us our flipped 
reflection. The lines on the tank were clearly visible in the picture. 
I called to Nick over the music.

“What?”
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I pointed to the LED, giving him a concerned look.
“You got a problem?” He looked at himself while saying this.
“Should we get out of here? The gonine’s exposed.”
“Not an issue,” he stated, waving me off and going back to texting. 

He’d already deleted one whole attempt, rethinking wording and 
tone, I guessed. 

The planet that had appeared on the ceiling was now receding 
into the void of high-def space at the same rate it had approached. 
When it became just a speck in the distance there was a jarring blue 
explosion, the entire ceiling sliced through with an icy fulmination 
that caused me to wince, also giving Nick a jolt though he wasn’t 
looking. Some of the faraway stars rearranged themselves to show 
the BURGER KING logo. 

“God that ceiling screen is badass,” Nick mentioned, still wrapped 
up with his phone and not having seen any of what happened.

The rising percussion returned. “It’s not a question, we will—we 
will—we will—we will act!”

“Okay, sorry.” Nick put the phone in his pocket. “Millie keeps 
asking how long we’re gonna be. I told her as long as it damn well 
takes.”

At the bottom of the LED was a display of the time, 9:15 pm.
“So anyway, me and Ronstadt are bangin on the door, givin em 

hell to make em open up, and—” He slammed down his ID, reach-
ing back into his pocket. “Damn! One more second.” He started 
tapping out another message.

I looked at my own phone. When it came alive the camera initi-
ated, prompting: AUGMTD REALITY MODE? I pointed it at the 
toilet tank, a red autocursor honing in on a single line of gonine, 
outlining it perfectly, bringing up various statistics. The molecular 
structure of the substance was like a wheel with a flailing serpent 
attached, and I hovered my finger over it, causing the rendering to 
rotate, taking in its genius. The scan alerted of extensive cutting. 
Mannitol, baking soda, and a small amount of meth. This was gonna 
be one of those nights where we’d go pouncing on the back of every 
fifteen minute interval with carnal ferocity, tearing it apart, only to 
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be laid out on the floor at the end, needing another dose. 
I clicked away from AR mode and sent a message of my own, 

this one to Aria Forum, who was out in the main part of the bar 
with Ronstadt and Millie and Quentin and Veronika and whoever 
else might have showed up. I asked if I could buy her a drink, like 
a tequila or an absinthe or basically anything with a motor in it, 
but I got no response and quickly tried to forget I’d texted her at 
all. I managed to get a few seconds into looking for a tutorial on 
DealEase before Nick finished up, continuing his story without 
warning or transition.

“So we keep bangin on the door, and I swear to God you wouldn’t 
believe what was goin on in there. I barely believe it.”

I gave him the so fucking tell me already then face.
“They were having an orgy. The girls. Can you believe that? And 

your earlier guess was right, there were like six or seven of them.”
“Who?”
“Millie, Aria, these two girls we met up with at Q/V—you weren’t 

there for that, though—Veronika, some others who I think Aria 
invited. I don’t know their names.”

“What did you and Ronstadt do?”
He tapped the side of his head in response, forming the sixth 

and final line on the toilet tank, motions mimicked by the LED 
with frightening exactitude, and who knew what bunker-dwelling 
employee(s) might be watching? I didn’t pursue the line of thought, 
feeling something inside me drop. There were contradictory impulses 
of wanting to extricate myself from Zeal, the stall, the whole situa-
tion, while also wanting to dive even deeper into the night and its 
every detail. The important thing, I knew, was to ignore whatever 
feeling I was experiencing entirely, remove it from the front of my 
head, place it toward the back, let it lie dormant until it could reap-
pear during a moment of less stimulation, likely during work hours, 
when I could suffer its full effect. For now, just ignore it.

Finishing the final careful sunbeam of gonine and pocketing his 
ID, Nick said, “But I’ll tell you what the craziest thing is.”

I waited, taking a bill from my wallet, handing it to him.
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“The craziest thing is I tried to mention it to Millie and Aria 
when I got here, and I got nothing but blank stares. They don’t 
admit to remembering a single thing. Of course they’re faking it, I 
mean they’ve gotta be. Mutually agreed to strike it from the record 
or something. Crazy, right?”

I agreed, knowing I wasn’t showing the proper interest given the 
magnitude of the information, but remaining calm was all I could 
do not to lash out and send Nick’s face into the edge of the toilet 
seat. Instead I was quite pleasant.

“How can we believe in—believe in—believe in—believe in any-
thing anymore?” and then the ceiling screen showed a fast-forwarded 
elapse of a year in the universe, everything expanding slightly and 
seeming disproportionately intimidating. 

Nick put the back of a hard hand into my chest. “This is a match 
night. We match each other, agreed?”

I said, “Just don’t go too nuts. I have stuff to do tomorrow.” I was 
thinking rather hopefully I might try to get started on DealEase.

“On the contrary, I’d advise you to do as much as you can because 
I’m planning on drinking a shitload tonight. Massive insufflation is 
about the only thing standing between you and a splitting hangover 
tomorrow morning. Trust me.”

There were three lines for each of us: this was the beginning. Nick 
went first, then when he handed the bill to me I made sure to watch 
my reflection in the LED, bent over at an awkward angle, face round 
and obtrusive within the screen’s parameters, gonine disappearing 
up the tube of the bill in one efficient movement. 

“Not great stuff,” he said with shallow disappointment. 
“I checked it out on AR,” I let him know. “It’s cut.”
“Wonderful.” He divebombed his second line, erasing it off the 

toilet tank. 
The bill was handed to me again and I asked, “Listen, do you 

think you could teach me DealEase? Like not the whole program 
or anything, but maybe just the basics? Maybe just enough to show 
Tamara I’m making some progress?”

“Where the hell do you… [sniff] …think we are? We’re not at 
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Archelaos right now, and that means I don’t talk about Archelaos. 
Now hurry up and finish this shit before those fuckers out there 
lay siege to the stall.”

People had been pounding on the stall door ever since we’d gotten 
in there, which was a long time ago. I finished my second line, 
handed off the bill. I watched the reflection of Nick snorting in 
the LED. When he traversed the line’s distance his eyes grew shifty, 
looking sideways in my direction, and without warning he quickly 
vacuumed up my final stripe of gonine.

“You goddamn thief!” 
He came back up sniffing hard and laughing, but I wasn’t joking 

around. I’d been threatened with termination at work, and my need 
to grapple was quite a bit more fucking urgent than his. He exited 
the stall, pushing past a whole line of people who’d been waiting on 
us to exit. In my peripheral vision I noticed a great stone carving of a 
humanoid figure on the ceiling screen following me out of the stall, 
likely a subtle notification security had their eye on the situation. 

“What’s your problem,” I seethed into his ear, watching him huff 
up a little shot of sinkwater.

He hardly seemed to notice, and when he finished at the auto-
mated sink he attempted to walk out of the bathroom without 
saying a word before I latched onto his shoulders with both hands 
and hurled him into the hand dryer near the door—there was 
a pronounced metallic squeak I could hear even over the music, 
which had switched again. I confronted him at close range, mean-
ing sincerely to menace. “I paid for half that shit, meaning I should 
probably be kicking your ass right now.”

He laughed, the gonine visibly affecting him, looking up toward 
the hovering figure. “Go ahead. Beat the shit outta me. I fucking 
dare you. But do you realize how fast your life would disintegrate? 
There’re ceiling screens in just about every building in the city. You’d 
be hauled off in”—he snapped—“milliseconds! You’d lose your job, 
I’d sue you for everything, and you’d have a handful of months in 
prison to think about how satisfying it was to exact retribution over 
a single line of gonine. Wake up! You’re irrevocably plugged into 
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the system, buddy. So cut the bullshit.” He never once stopped 
smiling, his teeth uneven and not at all a pretty sight. I was shoved 
backwards and he walked out the door. 

Adrenaline and gonine were galloping through my bloodstream, 
stripping away whatever rust had formed there because I was sud-
denly very limber and powerful, hands forming fists and loosening 
at a healthy rate. I went to the sink as well, feeling a wet trail of 
analgesia snake its way into the deep regions of my throat, the flame-
tile glowing hotter. I left the bathroom and wound my way through 
the crowd, every surface a continuation of the astral images on the 
ceiling in the bathroom. Bodies were dark obstacles. From a top-
down perspective I was sure we looked like a recording of densely-
packed bacterium moving at random. Standing upright against the 
lurid red tint of the universe were the M16 space pillars, a triplet of 
provoked cobras, and once I moved within striking distance I was 
handed a glass of absinthe by Ronstadt, who had bought the first 
round and was proud of it. He leaned in and mentioned something 
about an inept bartender who couldn’t pour what he’d asked if her 
life depended on it, so sorry if my drink had the taste of concentrated 
ass. I accepted the apology. Sitting at a table were Aria and Veronika, 
subdued and bored, sipping similar glasses. Millie was speaking to 
Nick on the opposite side of the table, and in a strange instant I saw 
her dart her tongue into his ear, his head retracting away. Quentin 
showed up with a couple friends from work. The whole tint of the 
universe framing us clicked away from red, and we stood in a diluted 
leafy-green radiance. Ronstadt motioned with his head to the girls, 
probably implying something about Nick’s orgy story. I nodded, 
trying to make it clear no words were necessary. 

He asked, “You see Mobyle’s speech today?”
“No, I was at work.”
“Me too, but our supervisor wanted to watch so we got a thirty 

minute break.”
“Was it good?”
“That guy flips me out with how much sense he makes. Some 

initiative about info organization. Information structuring. I don’t 
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know. He mentioned the goddamn building, anyway.”
“The building?”
“The building site I’m working at. InfoZebra’s movin in there. It’s 

a scraper. You didn’t know that?”
“InfoZebra’s building a scraper in Grid?”
“Yeah, at like the almost exact center. Downtown.”
“Holy shit.”
“We’ve been workin underground for three or four weeks now. 

Thing’s comin along.”
“I had no idea.”
“So how’d you feel last Friday? When I dropped you off you were 

practically drooling in your lap.” His teeth spread out green in the 
radiance.

“You can probably imagine,” I said.
“Missed a hell of a night, though. Too bad.”
“That’s what I heard.”
“Well keep a stiff upper lip, guy. It’s looking twacked again 

tonight.”
But he didn’t understand how to use that word, unless he was 

commenting on the number of people, which actually was fairly 
twacked in maybe not the strictest sense, the doormen exercising 
no control over numbers, or maybe it was a comment on my own 
personal twackedoutness, entering into the familiar opening stages 
of bad grappling, the entire fabric of my stress, DealEase and Tamara 
Yardblast and Archelaos Chevrolet, all fenestrated into a ragged sheet 
by the machine gun fire of adulterated gonine and collapsing into 
a specter of rising dust, ready to reassemble at a moment’s notice. 
A million separate layers, once stratified and thinly stacked, rushed 
together to form a solid chemical groove. I seemed to see Aria 
Forum and Nick Ibyoo on the grooves parallel to me, hair rippling 
behind them, our velocities unstable. At the last moment their 
grooves converged, mine shooting drastically upward toward a spot 
of chattering flaming light. Aria continued to sit grimly, kayaking 
through a glass of absinthe with her eyes, an unwitting lightning 
rod pulling the emotions of everyone toward her. It was getting too 
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crowded in Zeal. We were all pressed together at the shoulders, no 
longer able to focus on intake. Quentin and his friends suggested 
going to Q/V since it was just a short walk from Zeal through the 
shopping district. 

“I think they’re staging a water protest somewhere around there 
tonight,” Nick said. “I saw something about it.”

“So did I,” I said. 
Millie said, “Wait a minute, who’s staging a water protest?”
“Them. They.” Nick said this dumbfounded, shrugging. “Govt-

initiative people.”
Ronstadt swatted the concern away. “Oh c’mon, that’s no big 

deal. We’re just passing through. They hold those protests every 
other week.”

There were scattered remains outside of heavy snowfall from two 
days ago, the weather remaining stable and frigid. Cold significantly 
affected business at Archelaos and that meant money usually got 
tight during winter. The air became fuzzier with elevation in such 
a way that a lot of the scrapers shooting up over the more modest 
city sprawl shone their lights through the vast expanse of freezing 
fog like approaching oceanliners. Grid surrounded us, squeezing 
us tighter into its constantly closing fist. The city didn’t look like 
this on accident, it had been built to look intentionally “futuristic” 
according to strict building codes requiring developers to receive 
approval from the Civic Architectural Board of Advisors (an illustri-
ous but basically totally made-up thing) in order to build in certain 
areas, primarily downtown. The city had been conceived as a busi-
ness and tech sector of nearby Denver, but had blossomed almost 
alarmingly into a distinct, and even bigger, metropolis, large and 
wealthy enough to nurture its own power brokers and therefore able 
to tear itself free. The effect was of two contrasting cities set side 
by side, or more accurately bleeding into one another. For some 
reason the intentional aesthetic of Grid made it difficult to leave. 
The psychological effect was well-known and much commented on 
by a first generation of native-born residents. They’d run a feature 
dealing with it in the Database three years ago. As a member of that 
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first generation, a specific passage had stuck with me. The environ-
ment of the city has produced a culture so unique that Gridians often 
have trouble moving to, or even just visiting, other places. Any long-time 
inhabitant can easily be likened to what in nature is called a “habitat 
specialist.” I couldn’t say I disagreed. That didn’t stop me from being 
contemptuous of the city despite the abundance of bizarre civic pride 
and wide-eyed tourists who tended to mistake Grid for being—why 
I had no idea—romantic. After 27 years it was devoid of all charm 
for me, instead representing (and I wasn’t alone in thinking this, 
I’d overheard the same thing said many times before) something 
cage-like, repressive. There were three or four tower cranes balancing 
over the skyline, and I now knew one of them corresponded to the 
new InfoZebra building site.

 We had to wait around outside for Veronika to get her jacket 
since she’d left it at coat check, and most of us stood around bitch-
ing about the temperature or about who in their right mind goes 
through the hassle of a coat check on a Friday night. A lunatic, was 
the consensus. Underneath the constantly morphing neon Zeal sign 
was a huge LED showing news, weather, sports, a live feed from 
inside the bar, socnet updates and Friday night specials. For a brief 
moment Nick lost control of himself, allowing a show of aggression 
toward Millie, who’d been bothering him about the water protest 
for close to five minutes. 

“Look, I know you’re afraid to get yourself around a bunch of 
dirty govt-initiative bums—”

“—I am not afraid to—”
“—but what the hell do you want me to do about it? Leave me 

the fuck alone!”
I came up beside him and put an arm over his shoulder, seeing his 

short fuse as at least partially connected to the gonine, maneuver-
ing him away from Millie who was standing near Ronstadt looking 
emotionally battered but somehow undeterred. 

“Take it easy.”
“Bitch treats me like I’m her boyfriend. Condescending and shit.”
“Well just try to maintain, for fuck’s sake. They’re gonna haul 
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you off in a cruiser, you keep doing that.” They already had video 
evidence of us, the only thing they lacked was a reason to drop 
the hammer. I’d seen it happen plenty of times. Whoever ran the 
security show had no problem so long as you remained peaceful 
and profitable, but the second trouble registered the skies would 
split and unleash sirens. 

Aria and Millie and Ronstadt disappeared across the street into 
a small littered parking lot to grapple, their three uneven figures 
turning behind a car. Quentin’s friends were finally introduced to 
us as Watts and Chow Men. Watts was eager to drink more and 
started passing around a flask revealed from inside his coat. By 
the time Veronika showed up I couldn’t tell whether the alcohol 
had put me back into some kind of equilibrium with respect to 
the gonine, or if I was simply running closer and faster along the 
border of incoherence.

We walked east toward Notation St., the most direct route to 
get to Q/V on Finite. Halfway to Notation a shift occurred where 
everyone who wasn’t previously twacked was suddenly struggling 
with various jets while Nick and I were coming down off our initial 
30-min holding pattern. Or at least I was. Nick was in a state of 
near frenzy, walking far ahead and occasionally shouting the most 
incredible nonsense. When we got onto Notation, Ronstadt looked 
at Nick and asked me what the hell we took and could he maybe 
get some. I did have a case of the shakes, I’ll admit. Possibly the 
AR scan had been mistaken, but I doubted it. Aria, despite being 
somber earlier, was actually a jet fiend and clearly grappling at rari-
fied altitudes. She pushed between Veronika and Chow Men. Either 
of them would touch her back and she’d melt into goo.

Aria and Veronika had both worked at Archelaos, Aria as title clerk 
and Veronika as Yardblast’s secretary, then Veronika had been fired 
for absenteeism and Aria had landed a job as ASM of a national 
chain restaurant called Keifir’s near Archelaos with the help of 
Tamara. It was Nick who’d brought them into our fold, Aria more 
easily than Veronika since she was already a jethead and also appar-
ently her dad had passed away right about the time she got the job 
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at Archelaos, which somehow ended up, to the agony of everyone at 
the dealership including myself, with her and Nick sleeping together 
on a regular basis. If you could believe what he said, which I didn’t 
know if I did or not, she was apparently a lot weirder in private 
and used gonine in some freaky pseudo-religious way that he hadn’t 
cared enough to pay close attention to. But sleeping with Aria was 
no small achievement—she was universally desired in a way I’d never 
witnessed before but was helpless to avoid. She carried a frightfully 
obsessive influence. That was part of the reason Tamara had helped 
get her a high-paying job after Archelaos, even though she did more 
gonine and showed up less often than Veronika. I could actually see 
Chow Men and Watts, both having become aware of her existence 
only twenty minutes ago, falling in love with her. 

Nick retraced his steps, walking to where I fell in line at the rear of 
the group and telling me we should duck into an alley to get another 
line out of the way. Once we found a suitable dark corner, Nick said 
while snorting off his ID, “These water protests aren’t gonna get a 
damn thing accomplished. [Sniff.] If they’d even bother to turn on 
the TV they’d understand why.”

“I thought govt-initiative people were provided water.”
“They are. Mobyle keeps talkin about direct pipelines to a desali-

nization source and importing more from San Diego and Baja and 
these bastards don’t listen. The second he gets off the air saying 
sacrifices have to be made, they flood the streets.”

Randy Mobyle was making an average of three public addresses 
per day, obviously leading toward something big. Probably the 
InfoZebra building. I’d actually seen a few of the speeches Nick was 
paraphrasing from, and had agreed. I’d found it really nothing more 
than just logical that if anyone was gonna have to go thirsty until 
there was a solution to the water problem, it would naturally have 
to be those without jobs—a group I would find myself a part of 
soon if I didn’t get a handle on DealEase by the end of the month. 
A sweat came on despite the cold.

Once we finished we sprinted down Notation to catch up with 
the group and I nearly slipped and broke my spine. When we got 
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nearer to them we noticed a huge gathering two blocks away spill-
ing out over the street, creating a human roadblock. A voice could 
be heard microphonically, faraway and indecipherable as of yet, 
projecting through the protest and up the avenue in cold syllabic 
augmentation. Everyone had stopped in their tracks, and when we 
rejoined them Millie was standing near Aria, shooting Nick a stare 
dripping with venom. 

“I fucking told you.” 
Luckily he was too out of breath to get angry.
“Should we risk going through?” Ronstadt asked.
“What are they gonna do?” Aria said. “I mean, they can’t do 

anything.”
“Sure, Aria,” Quentin broke in eagerly, sarcastically, “a bunch 

of well-dressed twacked people passing through a crowd of govt-
initiative housing recipients. I’m sure thirst and hatred won’t be a 
problem whatsoever.” He was one of the few among us not recently 
turned a supporter of Mobylism. The unpopular political tone of 
his comment set the group on edge. 

Nick said, “Well then what do you wanna do? Head back to Zeal? 
Q/V is only three blocks from here.”

“Exactly, I’m not going back to Zeal,” Veronika asserted. “It’s 
freezing out here.”

There wasn’t much debate before we decided to keep heading for 
Q/V, and even though Quentin refused to go with us, turning back 
the way we’d come shaking his head in disgust, Watts and Chow 
Men followed along still sipping from the flask. I looked back toward 
Quentin, but he never even gave a backwards glance. 

Nick, Aria and Veronika marched ahead, trying to reinforce 
the assumption that passing through the protest was nothing to 
worry about. Ronstadt and I trailed behind Watts, Chow Men 
and Millie. From far away the people composing the protest had 
looked indistinct, but the more they came into focus the more 
shocked I was. Almost all were wearing solid-color shirts and pants 
and identical black canvas sneakers—the first time I’d seen anyone 
wearing govt-initiative clothing, much less a whole crowd. A lot 
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weren’t even wearing jackets, hugging themselves to keep warm. 
Worst was their look of uniform desiccation—faces gaunt, stomachs 
distended, children crying with no tears spilling. Some stumbled 
erratically, holding faces in bouts of dizziness, helped by pairs of 
outstretched hands. When we were close to breaching the mass I 
saw a man sitting on the curb along the far side of Notation, far 
from the front of the protest where a well-hydrated woman was 
screaming into a bullhorn on a wooden box in front of Sondheim’s, 
a fancy restaurant that boasted a façade with dense stone carvings. 
The man was centered in a cone of sterile blue streetlight, eyes 
sunken so far into his own head they were no longer visible beneath 
the thick shadow cast by his brow; he stared apathetically into the 
protest, jacketless, breath spiraling from a mummified nose in two 
weak streams. Beside him was an inquisitive street cat, cautiously 
sniffing at his malnourished body.

The woman wielding the bullhorn overwhelmed the weakened 
state of the crowd: “The mayor and city council equal higher water 
rates! Councilman Randy Mobyle equals complacency! Complacency 
equals death! Death of us, death of your children, death of democracy 
by means of overbearing capitalism! Death of us equals the deletion 
of a problem!”

We’d started our way through the demonstration, the amount of 
people turning out to be much larger than any of us had thought, 
maybe as many as five or six hundred. The dehydrated multitude 
split apart, forming a small path for us to walk through in silence, 
attacking with nothing more than resentment and gaping stares of 
disbelief. Once we were in amongst them, it was impossible to ignore 
the fact that they were unwashed. Our passage was unhindered until 
we reached a point roughly parallel to the woman with the bullhorn, 
nearly twenty feet away, when she got to an item in her speech 
that went: “We have got to be a problem! Problems don’t go away! 
Problems do not recede!” She lifted an arm into the air. “Problems 
erupt into crises!” She dropped the arm hammer-like on the final 
word, triggering a mindshattering explosion that blew open the front 
of Sondheim’s, her hair fluttering lightly across her face with the 
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force of dynamite. The sound and feeling pierced the crowd’s civility, 
and the only thing I was able to see was Ronstadt plummeting to 
the ground from the impact of a piece of stone shrapnel to his arm. 
There was a brief moment of calm before a paroxysm of fear and 
thirst swept the area, sparking an instantaneous riot. A chaotic rush 
of people all around me made it difficult to hold my ground while 
I helped Ronstadt to his feet. By the time he got upright we saw a 
group of govt-intiative men with large plastic barrels under their 
arms rushing into the still-smoking gash created in the Sondheim’s 
façade, followed closely by a banshee-wail influx of rioters. Rushing 
past us were people with children clutched to their chests, fleeing 
in the opposite direction of dark-suited GPD officers now storm-
ing through the water riot. We’d lost the rest of the group in the 
confusion. Ronstadt, much larger than me and sent into a froth of 
survivalism, gripped my arm and pulled me with him through a 
small gap opened near the far end of Notation where the man with 
sunken eyes had been sitting, and in so doing blasted past a pocket 
of panicked women sent crumbling atop pitched legs to the asphalt. 

We were held up by areas bottlenecked with frightened people, 
but before long we were on the fringe. An officer in partial riot gear 
caught sight of us trying to shove past a group of govt-initiative men 
who had formed a human barricade to shield the escaping families, 
and in a swift movement he batted two of the men across the ears 
with a baton, causing them to break the wall, finally reaching his 
hand out to pull us clear of the riot. We ran, passing through an 
assembly of police cruisers parked on the other side of the protest 
where we hadn’t been able to see them before. The rest of our group 
was a few yards out, standing near a shoe shop, Watts and Chow 
Men fighting to pull Nick off some guy in govt-initiative clothes 
cowering on the ground defending himself from a wrath of brutal 
kicks. Ronstadt rushed to help, and finally they held Nick back 
while the dehydrated bum went scrambling away down the street.

“Run you piece of shit!”
Once the bum was sufficiently away, they let him go. “He hit 

Aria in the face!”
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Aria had been crying throughout the entire thing, and at this 
comment she rushed him, battering him weakly on the neck. “He 
didn’t do it on purpose, you asshole!”

I approached Ronstadt, watching him take off his jacket and gin-
gerly lift his shirtsleeve to reveal a generous bruise, the entire width 
of his arm in diameter with a bleeding cut at the center. “Amazing,” 
he breathed. “It’s shallow.”

“What happened?”
“No clue. The explosion happened and I was on my ass.”
“Something hit him,” I said. “It barely missed me.”
Watts whistled. “You got lucky there, pal.”
Ronstadt grazed the wound with his finger and grunted in pain.
“Know what’ll help that out, though? About eighty glasses of 

absinthe at Q/V.”
I saw Aria leaning against the shoe shop’s windows, multicolored 

Nikes dangling by their shoestrings behind her, a nervous smile 
spread across her face beneath tear-streaked cheeks. At the mention 
of Q/V she grew animated. “Yes, please can we go now? I want to 
get out of here.” 

Behind us the riot was morse-coded with screams and cries. There 
were the first hints of a rising smog of tear gas floating lazily near the 
region of Sondheim’s. I couldn’t make out much of what was going 
on beyond the cruisers, but what I was able to see seemed impos-
sible. Ronstadt estimated the govt-initiative people were another five 
minutes from being totally overtaken. If they were lucky.

“Guys, c’mon, we’re leaving!” Nick called, walking away with 
everyone. “Or do you wanna stay here and get detained all night?”

But it didn’t turn out to be so easy. There were another two cruis-
ers blocking entry onto Notation from Finite a few blocks down. 
A small gathering of onlookers and journalists had amassed at the 
intersection, straining to view the riot from a distance, which when 
I turned around could barely be seen except for the blinking of 
sirens. The screams, however, could still be heard, only now they 
were muted and unreal—a far-flung reality. The onlookers had 
probably come from Q/V since a good deal of them looked drunk 
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and strung-out. 
The officers were running police tape between the two cruisers 

when we approached. They were confused about what to do with us 
at first, but Millie explained to them what had happened, and for 
some reason that sufficed, probably because they were agitated and 
not at all eager to deal with a group of drunks who had ended up on 
the wrong side of the line. We were allowed to pass underneath the 
tape, the journalists and onlookers on the other side immediately 
deluging us with questions. One reporter asked nervously if the 
govt-initiative people were putting up effective resistance against 
the police.

“No,” Ronstadt answered, “they’re too weak.” The woman who’d 
asked the question was relieved to hear good news. Something about 
the inadequacy of Rondstat’s answer, and the question itself, how 
reductive and absent of detail both were, made me walk away to 
catch my breath. Again things sped up, there was no way to deceler-
ate. Nick and Aria were talking with four or five different reporters, 
telling them how we’d walked through the protest and had been 
next to the explosion when it happened. They were a bit nervous to 
be on camera, I could tell, considering the state they were in, but 
any abnormal behavior could be easily construed as aftershocks of 
the riot. Not long afterward another police cruiser pulled up and 
parked near the intersection, the reporters and cameramen break-
ing away from us in a hurry, hustling over to where the chief of 
police had arrived. Everyone could hear more sirens and vehicles 
approaching—ambulances and cops and journalists. I was standing 
near Nick when a group of several people who had come from Q/V 
approached us and asked if we wanted some gonine.

We left the barricaded intersection, walking two short blocks up 
Finite to the bar at a syrupy pace. Everyone was worked up, trading 
stories which now sounded more like invention, memory already 
usurping reality, shaping events differently. The sign for Q/V emitted 
neon yellow up ahead, ambulances passing underneath the glare, 
becoming momentarily brilliant in the coloration. When we reached 
Q/V we passed into the alley near the entrance since security was 
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more stringent there, but for a long time there had been a tacit 
agreement that all grappling would be allowed to go on in the alley 
without harassment so long as things didn’t get out of control. 
Regulars were especially safe, and this was confirmed with a nod 
between Nick and the bouncer on duty. Music leaking from the bar 
mingled with the sounds of the continuing hysteria down the street. 

The group that had offered us gonine was magnanimous with their 
supplies. Nick encouraged me to match two lines with him, which 
took some prodding since I wasn’t much in the mood anymore. 
Ultimately I was persuaded. There was a lot of talking and grappling 
going on when two figures came into view from the far end of the 
alley, walking nervously as if any sudden movements might provoke 
an attack from us. It was two more govt-initiative bums, a father and 
son it looked like, possibly having escaped the riot, both wearing 
black from head to toe and looking weak, dehydrated. Everyone 
turned tense when we noticed the son, a teenager but not very tall, 
carrying a hammer in one hand. 

Nick stepped in front of everyone, pointing down the alley where 
they’d come from. “Get the fuck outta here!”

Their expressions weren’t threatening, though, or at least not 
to me. The father was topped with white hair, the son incredibly 
slender, their eyes jumping between us anxiously but also somehow 
at the same time unalert and deeply sad. 

“I said get the fuck out of here!”
The man spoke, voice deferential, desperate. “Could you please 

get us some water from inside? There hasn’t been any at housing for 
several days and we’re hurting. Could you please—”

“What don’t you understand about get the fuck outta here? We’ve 
had enough of you people tonight!”

One of the guys who’d given us the gonine laughed. “You should 
give em some of your acid, Roland. That’ll twack em out!”

Aria’s phone rang and she walked out of the alley to answer the 
call. Police and media vehicles continued to pass by out on Finite. 

Yellow light from the rooftop bar spilled in a diagonal line down 
the alley wall, cutting across the torsos of father and son. “Please,” 
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the man pleaded, “we need water, can’t you see that? You can get 
it for us.” Fog suspended over the city for hours now began to fall, 
the first traces of it obscuring their pain. One of the girls from the 
other group was in the process of snorting off Chow Men’s ID. 

“I know security here,” Nick said. “Don’t make me go get em.”
“Get us water or I’ll break my fingers!” The bum let this out as a 

wail, meaning it as some sort of threat. At first I didn’t understand 
what he was saying.

Veronika leaned over to Ronstadt, whispered: “How’s your arm 
doing?”

“I’ll break my own fingers if you don’t get us water!”
Still I was confused. Why would he do that?
He looked from person to person, waiting for someone to say 

something. His gaze eventually landed on me, and I looked at the 
ground. Seconds passed. “No one?” he uttered pathetically. “I’m 
begging you.”

There was no reaction.
He took a deep breath, splayed his hand out against the alley wall. 

A few people turned and left. Ronstadt continued structuring a line 
of gonine on his ID, telling Veronika his arm was sore, but the drugs 
were helping. The bum said to his son, “Do it.”

The kid was completely terrified. Apparently they had planned 
this? Gripping the hammer with both hands, he went through 
the motions of aiming it at his father’s ring finger, but after a few 
windups his shoulders dropped. He told his father he didn’t want to.

“I said do it!” the bum wailed again, suddenly sounding wild, 
strange, driven totally crazy.

Ronstadt was snorting off his ID. Aria could be heard just beyond 
the alley, recounting the riot to someone over the phone. Nick and 
I stared.

The kid aimed again, this time bouncing the hammer hard 
against a finger, producing a subtle chunk sound accompanied by 
an unspeakable scream. He gripped his hand, the screaming con-
stant. The kid was crying, gripping his head, unable to believe what 
he’d just done.
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Nick cursed but kept watching. Veronika and Ronstadt left with 
Watts and Chow Men in tow. The rest of the people from the 
other group watched until the bum’s screaming and the kid’s crying 
became uncomfortable and they left as well. Slumped against the 
wall behind Nick was Millie, tears dripping, begging Nick to go 
into the bar with her, but he paid little attention. Blood formed on 
the ground, reflecting yellow light through the growing fog. The 
bum went through a long process of getting to his feet, catching 
his breath. He strained through tears, “Please get us some water.”

We stood there silent. 
“Please!”
“Nick, let’s go! I’m going!” Millie rushed away. 
“Do it again,” he told his son.
“No!” 
“I said do it!”
The kid dropped the hammer, unable to control his sobbing. The 

bum bent to pick it up, groaning, grabbing his kidneys, looking at 
us through wincing eyes. 

“What are you expecting to accomplish here?” Nick said, amused, 
practically smiling.

I admit to wondering the same thing. I couldn’t make sense of it.
He didn’t answer, instead closed his eyes and hammered another 

finger, but his aim was off. The metal crashed against his fingernail. 
The sound was horribly audible, partly because this time there 
was no screaming. The kid was still crying, a single speck of blood 
underneath his right eye. Whimpering and half-conscious, the bum 
fell against the cigarette butt-mosaic of the ground almost as if dead.

By this time security were poking their heads around the corner, 
coming to break up whatever was going on. Nick took a final look 
before stepping past me to go talk to them. Still staring, I watched 
the kid kneel down to help his father. The diagonal yellow light 
slanted across the wall directly above them. It was becoming difficult 
to see specific features through the fog, only shapes were still visible. 
I turned and walked out of the alley, hearing the kid’s cries behind 
me. Nick tried to say something when I went by, but I didn’t stop, 
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only kept heading into Q/V, ironically just as crowded as Zeal had 
been. I pushed my way to the bar and ordered a glass of water, the 
bartender shooting me an irritated expression before filling a glass 
only halfway and sliding it to me across the aluminum surface. The 
tab was fifteen dollars. When I saw the price I hesitated, suddenly 
wondering whether it was worth it, but I managed to pay in cash 
(almost my entire funds for drinking that night after the gonine 
I’d bought with Nick, which I wouldn’t have admitted even with 
a pistol stuck against my head). Going back through the bar was 
tougher than getting in since dancing had abruptly started and the 
glass was jostled hard enough that some of the water spilled. At the 
door I rushed past the bouncers, who luckily were IDing a group 
of four and failed to see me exit with a glass in hand. I turned into 
the alleyway, stumbling through the now-rolling fog, lit up moodily 
by the yellow light from the rooftop bar, looking for the father and 
son. The only trace of them were small smeared puddles of blood on 
the ground. “Hello?” I called. Silence followed. I waited for them 
to come back, every so often calling out into the fog.

(What happened was I stood in the alley, heart racing, staring 
at the blood left behind, phone lit up in my pocket by a tsunami 
of messages and calls I refused to look at, the driving music inside 
Q/V cutting into the night air, and then my whole outlook, my 
whole perception, changed in an instant. It was an odd sensation 
because nothing about it was gradual—I crossed a line. I thought 
with great clarity: Something’s different. Something inside me isn’t 
the same. I realized: I am a selfish person. I stood there, in the alley, 
frightened, hating myself, when I heard something drop from up 
above into the water I was holding. In the glass was a rotating amber 
glob with several thick tentacles extending from it, floating in the 
middle of the water. I looked up to see figures leaning over the side 
of Q/V’s rooftop bar, backlit by a yellow inferno, and through the 
fog came another drop of something that landed only inches away. 
There were people trying to spit on me.)


